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07-12-2011, 07:36 PM wickedpilot Quote: Originally Posted by cpy be sure the parts of cores are in the correct place take a look at your photo for now. mark out the areas you want to move. then I have a photo of an engine I want to make into a card. I've tried 3 programs and none of them do an accurate job. Here are some images of the
original photo, original image, photo with mask and result image. Take a look at how much work I have to do to make the engine card. I think I want to learn Illustrator so I can do this work myself. If you're not familiar with Photoshop, then Illustrator would be a good place to start and it's easier to learn than Photoshop, which costs more.
07-12-2011, 08:25 PM cpy Quote: Originally Posted by wickedpilot I've tried 3 programs and none of them do an accurate job. Here are some images of the original photo, original image, photo with mask and result image. Take a look at how much work I have to do to make the engine card. I think I want to learn Illustrator so I can do this
work myself. If you're not familiar with Photoshop, then Illustrator would be a good place to start and it's easier to learn than Photoshop, which costs more. illustrator is not the tool to handle editing from a photo, if thats what you're going for. i would suggest either 1. learning photoshop 2. hiring a graphics design company that specializes
in photo manipulation to do it for you. 07-12-2011, 08:34 PM wickedpilot Quote: Originally Posted by cpy illustrator is not the tool to handle editing from a photo, if thats what you're going for. i would suggest either 1. learning photoshop 2. hiring a graphics design company that specializes in photo manipulation to do it for you. I tried
Photoshop earlier and found the results unsatisfactory. I'm happy with the Illustrator result. I really want the photo of the engine sitting on the table to be the focal point of the card. The card would probably be mailed to a friend and will be used for a few years
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CorelDraw Graphics Suite 12 Serial Number:. CorelDraw Graphic Suite License Keys:.. Download CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 12 Crack:. CorelDraw 4.0.5 Serial Number. CorelDRAW 14 Update Patch.The Cuban national anthem begins with the words of its first verse: “Viva la República”. Written by Felix Cuní in 1868, the anthem celebrates
the glory and sovereignty of the homeland, the triumph of the Cuban people under the leadership of its president, and the Cuban nation’s role as the centre of world culture. The second verse of the anthem echoes the patriotic sentiments of the revolution. The first verse – “Here in this lonely land we rise to the glory and the grandeur of
our homeland …” – was the theme of military parades in the eastern city of Santiago de Cuba during the 19th-century war of independence. Once the anthem had been adopted as Cuba’s official anthemic piece, it took on a new role. It was used to lead the Cuban people towards victory in 1959 when they overthrew their dictator,
Fulgencio Batista. More recently, it has been sung during the monthly parades through the capital of the communist government of Raúl Castro in honour of the revolutionary leader. The anthem is the national hymn that is sung at the end of all official communist party meetings, and in other situations where there are speeches in which
the communist leader, for example, might make a reference to his country. It has also been used at certain sporting events and at weddings. It is rarely heard these days outside public occasions, although it is occasionally played at nightclubs. The music was composed by Silvestre Revueltas in 1950 for a production of the Mexican poet
and playwright Vicente Huidobro’s play Cuando menos te esperaban (When least expected), a play based on the Cuban poet José Martí’s writings and dating from the 1920s and 30s. Revueltas worked with several Cubans, including the composer Porlamar Iglesias, to adapt Martí’s writing and lyrics for a play that would reflect the Cuban
character and the “cacique” (chief) spirit of Martí. Revueltas’ interpretation of the Martí text and music is, 6d1f23a050
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